
Follow Up Supply List: 
Brush Collection                                                                                                    Translucent Loose Powder 

Liquid and Mineral Powder Foundation Brushes                                             Desert Sun and Sand Stone Bronzing Powder 

Foundation, Lip, Lash and Eye Primers                                                              Sheer Bliss Cream Cheek color 

Foundation                                                                                                             1 Ultimate wand and 1 Lash Love wand 

Ivory 2 Facial Highlighting Pen                                                                            Lash Love Mascara 

Ivory 1 and Beige 1 Concealers                                                                           Finishing Spray 
 

 

Color Sample Options: Your guest/ hostess may choose a Makeup Artist Look from the current Look Book or a 

custom look based on her eye color. 
 

 

Makeup Artist Looks:   For on trend looks for the season, refer to the Look Book and order samples from all four 

Makeup Artist Looks. 
 

 

Custom look: 
 Order all colors from the eye bundles on pg. 32 (notice that some colors are the same).  You will package the (3) 

colors that coordinate with her eye color according to the eye bundles. Next, add the other samples listed 

below to finish her look. 

    Deep Brown and/or Black liner(they can use mineral eye colors as liners too) 

    Soft Blush lip liner samples 

    Natural Beaute and Sienna Brulee True Dimensions lipstick samples 

    They can choose from the lip gloss demos you have. 

    Citrus Bloom cheek color samples 
 

 

Follow Up Order of Application: 
    After applying Foundation Primer. 

    Apply concealer to cover under eye dark circles, scars, age spots and blemishes.  

  Apply foundation 

 Apply Facial Highlighting Pen to the inner corners of eyes, outer edges of the nose, vertical lines beside the 

mouth and under the lower lip in a downward and outward motion. 

    Set the flawless finish with Translucent Loose Powder. 

 Apply the highlighting shade of mineral eye color (1) and the midtone color (2). Midtone shade should be a 

matte color such as Hazelnut. 

    Apply eye liner from corner to corner on upper and lower lid. (Can use eye liner or accent (3) color). 

    Apply Lash Primer with Ultimate Mascara wand. 

    Apply 1st coat of Mascara - Ultimate 

    Apply Bronzing Powder to contour of cheeks, up the temple to the corner of the forehead. 

    Apply accent eye color (3). Blend all mineral eye colors with blending brush. 

    Apply mineral cheek color to the apples of both cheeks. 

    Apply Lip Liner. 

    Apply 2nd coat of mascara – Lash Love with the Lash Love Wand 

 Apply Lip Liner, Lipstick and finish with gloss.  (for fuller looking lips, apply lip liner to outer edge of natural lip 

line) 

  Apply Make-Up finishing spray 


